Unblock Blocked Content in Firefox and Chrome

How to Unblock Blocked Content in Firefox’s Latest Update

When you see the shield icon in the address bar, it means that Firefox has blocked content that is insecure on the page you’re visiting. This may mean blocking videos and Web site links you are used to seeing in the learning management system.

- Simply click on the shield at the top of the browser if you see one.
- Then click the arrow next to “Keep Blocking”.

The page will refresh and then you will see the content you were unable to see before.

How to Unblock Blocked Content in Chrome’s Latest Update

When you see the shield icon in the address bar, it means that Chrome has blocked content that is insecure on the page you’re visiting. This may mean blocking videos and Web site links you are used to seeing in the learning management system.

- Then click “Disable Protection on This Page”.

The page will refresh and then you will see the content you were unable to see before.
• Simply click on the shield at the top of the browser if you see one.
• Then click “Load unsafe script”.

This page includes script from unauthenticated source.
Load unsafe script
Learn more

The page will refresh and then you will see the content you were unable to see before.

You will have to do this often or you can adjust your settings for good. Click here to find out how.